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ICTGLOBE MANAGEMENT (PTY) LTD (license numbers 0066/IECS/JAN/08 & 006/IECNS/JAN/08), is a 

wholly owned South African company and a 1st Tier ICASA licensed Telecoms Service Provider. This 

enables us to offer our customers faster connectivity and improves the end user communication 

experience resulting in higher productivity. 

 

Founded in 2000, by a group of visionaries with a combined experience of more than 70 years in the 

Telecommunications Industry, whose vision is to deliver excellence in telecommunication solutions to our customers 

through partnerships with manufacturers and developers of unique telecommunication technologies. 

 

ICTGlobe have an extensive range of quality products that provides connectivity teamed with a customer centric 

support structure to deliver a holistic solution to our customer. By placing great value on customer satisfaction we 

ensure that the clients’ telecommunication needs are assessed and a solution is then developed specifically based 

on these needs. 

 

ICTGlobe offer end-to-end turnkey solutions including telecommunications and networking. We pride ourselves in 

delivering excellence to commercial clients like Group Five, Grindrod Bank, Incredible Connection, Intercare and 

Africa Securities to name but a few. ICTGlobe are also are extremely proud of our FTTH (residential) clients who 

have now signed up like Shandon Estate and Shandon Eco Reserve and Fountains in Pretoria. Members of the 

ICTGlobe executive team were also involved with Residential Estates like Midstream, The Houghton, Amber Ridge, 

again to name a few. 

 

ICTGlobe are also unique in our approach to delivering telecommunication services by being the only 3CX 

Distributor in Africa. 

 

We are a BBBEE Level 4 contributor. We have a fully comprehensive staff complement across Technical Support, 

Administration, Human Resources Management, Financial, Sales, Procurement, Installation and Legal. 

 

ICTGLOBE OFFERS THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS TO OUR CUSTOMERS / 

RESIDENTS

 Cost savings through state-of-the-art products and an accurate, transparent billing system, owned and 

operated by ICTGlobe. 

 Geographically unrestricted telephony coverage resulting in higher productivity and cost savings. 

 State-of-the-art FTTH (Fibre to the Home) deployments. 

 Freedom to the user through uninterrupted connectivity, resulting in higher efficiency. 

 Seamless integration with major telephony systems across leading SIP Hardware and VoIP providers. 

 ICTGlobe is the only 3CX Software Distributor in Africa. 

 ICTGlobe is the only beroNet distributor in Sub-Saharan Africa. 

 ICTGlobe is a certified partner of Microsoft, APC, Cisco and Mikrotik. 

 ICTGlobe, as 1st Tier TELCO Provider, has ICASA interconnect agreements with all the major TELCO 

operators. 

 ICTGlobe operates its own Porta Switch as a class 5 Operator (Porta billing is used by 95% of all major 

mobile operators worldwide). 

 

 

 

 

 



   

 

  

 

 

 

IP PBX Specialists: 3CX African Distributor 

FTTH Deployments 

Crystal Clear Telephone Service 

Hosted PBX Solutions 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

 

 

 

Superior Broadband Internet:  High speed, Low  latency 

Converged technologies and solutions 

 

CONNECTIVITY 

 

 

Data Hosting in Large Data Centre 

HOSTING 

 

 

Networking and hardware maintenance 

Operating system administration 

24/7 Technical Support 

SLA options 

TECHNICAL & SUPPORT 



   

 

 

Dynamic 

 

Service 
orientated 

 

Family 
values are 
respected  

 

 Excellence 

 

Functions 
excellent as a 

team from 
employee to 
Director level 

 

 

Telephone Number: 08611 329 11 

Email: info@ictglobe.com 

www.ictglobe.com 

 

 
 

We offer very 

competitive rates 

 
 

Tailored made Telco 

solutions that meets the 

clients’ needs 

 
 

We have a national 

footprint in South Africa 


